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Alvin Carthon argues that his failure to make restitution of payments identified by 

an audit as having been received improperly did not constitute financial misconduct 
within the meaning of Article 48, §5(a), of the UAW Constitution because the payments 
were received by him in good faith. 

 
FACTS 

 
The events giving rise to this appeal are described in our decision responding to 

Carthon’s argument that his suspension from seeking or holding any union office lifted 
on March 4, 2010, as a result of the International Executive Board’s failure to respond to 
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his appeal from that suspension within 120 days.1  We found that the suspension had 
lifted in accordance with the terms of Article 48, §5(e) of the UAW Constitution.2 

 
An audit of the books and records of Local Union 2297 for the period from 

January 1, 2007, through February 29, 2008, revealed a number of problems in 
connection with the records maintained by the local.  On May 16, 2008, while the audit 
was in progress, UAW Auditor Linda S. Mitchell wrote to Alvin Carthon and requested 
that he meet with her to provide missing vouchers and other documents to explain some 
of the local union’s expenditures.3  Carthon’s attorney, Alex Washington, responded to 
Mitchell on May 27, 2008, that she should call his office to set up an appointment with 
Carthon.4  On July 24, 2008, UAW Auditing Department Director Lonny Dunning wrote 
to Carthon that he could have his attorney present at the meeting with Mitchell, but only 
as an observer.  Dunning advised Carthon that if he did not arrange a meeting with 
Mitchell as requested, the UAW Auditing Department would conclude their audit based 
on the available record.  Dunning wrote: 

 
“If no response is received or you choose not to meet under these 
conditions, the auditors are prepared to conclude their audit based on the 
available record.  Please be aware if in concluding this audit without you 
providing the information requested and the provisions of Article 48, §5 of 
the UAW International Constitution are invoked, the Constitution affords 
you sufficient opportunity to present your position through your attorney.  
May I also remind you that any expenses you incur for legal counsel 
during this process are your responsibility.”5   

Director Dunning presented Carthon with the results of the audit on April 17, 
2009.6  Dunning advised Carthon that he owed the Local Union $4,409.95 based on the 
audit.  Dunning attached to his letter schedules describing the basis for this claim as 
follows: 

                                                 
1
 Carthon v. UAW International President, PRB Case No. 1653 (October 19, 2010). 

2
 Article 48, §5(e) provides, in pertinent part, as follows: 

“Any appealed suspension shall automatically be lifted unless the International Executive 
Board has rendered its decision within one hundred twenty (120) days of the day the 
appealing member commences his/her appeal. …” 

3
 Record, pp. 246-247. 

4
 Record, p. 248. 

5
 Record, p. 243. 

6
 Record, p. 238. 
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Gift Card  132.98 
Mileage  137.81 
Per Diem    80.00 
Rental Car 1,582.81 
Undocumented payments 2,476.35 
 
Total $4,409.957 

In his letter of April 17, 2009, Dunning advised Carthon that if he did not pay the amount 
claimed immediately, the International Union would need to file a claim seeking 
recovery from the bond provider.  Dunning wrote: 
 

“Attempts were made by your local union to collect reimbursement for 
these overpayments.  Since you did not take advantage of this opportunity 
as of the date of this letter, the Auditing Department is left with no 
alternative but to refer the matter to the International Union President’s 
office and to file a loss claim seeking recovery from our bond holder.”8 

Dunning advised Carthon that he would wait two weeks before referring the matter to 
the President’s office and he urged Carthon to make immediate restitution. 
 

Attorney Alex Washington responded to Dunning on Carthon’s behalf in a letter 
dated April 30, 2009.  Washington stated that Carthon was not refusing to pay the 
alleged overpayments, but that he wanted to review copies of cancelled checks, lost 
time vouchers, and receipts in order to respond to the allegations.  Washington also 
asked why Carthon was being held responsible for the local union’s failure to maintain 
adequate records.  Washington’s letter states: 

 
“Why is Mr. Carthon the only person responsible when he followed 
directions of the contracted bookkeeper?  [Weren’t] more people 
responsible for these transactions?  The records were always maintained 
by the bookkeeper and there was an audit every six (6) months without 
any problems reported to the International Union.  Now, an audit was 
completed a year and a half (1 ½) after he was removed following the 
illegal election, and then it was allegedly discovered that Mr.  Carthon 
received payments and reimbursements from the local union that were not 
entitled to him?”9 

Carthon did not pay the $4,409.95, and on July 10, 2009, UAW Secretary-Treasurer 
Elizabeth Bunn reported to President Gettelfinger that Carthon owed $4,684.95 to Local 

                                                 
7
 The schedules are in the record at pages 113, 115, 116, 118, and 119.  Dunning’s letter dated August 

17, 2009, with the schedules attached was provided following our hearing on this appeal.  (238-242) 

8
 Record, p. 238. 

9
 Record, p. 245. 
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Union 2297 based on the audit.10  This amount apparently includes the estimated value 
of furniture and equipment described in the audit that could not be accounted for.  The 
auditor charged that Carthon had disposed of these items without proper authorization 
and without keeping adequate records.11 
 

On July 14, 2009, President Gettelfinger notified Carthon of the auditors’ findings 
and requested reimbursement to the local union.  Following a hearing on Carthon’s 
appeal from the auditor’s determination, the IEB’s hearing officer reported that Carthon 
had also received $808.00 in lost time reimbursements in excess of eight hours per day.  
The hearing officer reported that these payments were improper unless Carthon could 
establish that he was scheduled to work overtime on the days in question.12  The 
$808.00 was added to the total amount claimed from Carthon.  The total amount 
claimed by the International Union based on the audit and subsequent investigation is 
$5,492.95.13 

 
We heard the parties in oral argument on January 22, 2011, to consider 

Carthon’s claim that some of the payments identified by the UAW auditor were 
legitimate and that all of them were accepted in the good faith belief that they were 
legitimate.   
 

ARGUMENT 
 

A. Attorney Alex Washington on behalf of Alvin Carthon: 

I have been representing Mr. Carthon for five years in connection with his 
relationship with Local Union 2297.  Hostility developed between Alvin Carthon and 
Administrative Assistant Stokes-Wilson during her investigation of Carthon’s election 
protest in 2007 and that hostility has continued to this day.  We asked that Stokes-
Wilson recuse herself as a hearing officer on Carthon’s appeal from the determination 
that he engaged in financial misconduct and she ought to have done so.  The decision 
issued by President Gettelfinger in response to Carthon’s appeal was clearly influenced 
by Stokes-Wilson’s antagonism toward my client.  The decision states that a detailed 
analysis of the evidence is unnecessary.  Hearing officer Stokes-Wilson declared 
Carthon guilty without any material facts to support the allegations against him.  This 
was plainly unfair. 

 
At the conclusion to the hearing, I offered to sit down with Stokes-Wilson and go 

over the available records to determine what amount was actually due from Carthon.  
She refused to accept this offer.  President Gettelfinger’s letter states that the 
allegations of financial misconduct were based on missing receipts, vouchers, and 

                                                 
10

 Record, p. 18. 

11
 Record, pp. 103 and 125. 

12
 Record, pp. 47-48. 

13
 Record, p. 48. 
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meeting minutes.  The absence of documents goes both ways, however.  You need 
records and minutes to back up allegations of financial misconduct.  Once Carthon no 
longer held the office of local union president, he had no control over the local union’s 
minutes and financial records.  These records were in the hands of the new 
administration and to the extent they are deficient, the new administration should be 
held accountable rather than Carthon.  The records were in order when he left office.  

 
Furthermore, many of the charges against Carthon are not justified.  The auditor 

charged him with the balance remaining on certain gift cards simply because the auditor 
could not find the gift cards.  There is absolutely no evidence that Carthon used these 
gift cards.  They remained in the care of the new administration when he left office.  The 
auditor charged Carthon with a legitimate rental car expense of $946.18, because there 
was no receipt attached to the voucher for this payment.  Bookkeeper Geiman testified 
at the hearing conducted by Stokes-Wilson that there was a receipt attached to the 
voucher when he issued the check or he would not have issued it.  The voucher even 
had staple holes in it indicating that something like a receipt had once been attached to 
it.  Carthon was charged $105.00 for upgrading a rental car even though he explained 
that this was done so that representatives could share transportation.  Sharing a vehicle 
was the most economical means of travel on that occasion.  The auditor charged 
Carthon with $226.04 for a rental car expense at the National CAP Conference based 
on the unsupported assertion that free shuttles were provided.  There were no free 
shuttles.  The commute from the hotel to the conference cost $20.00 per person each 
way.  Once again, renting a vehicle was the most economical means of transportation. 

 
With respect to per diem expense reimbursements, the International Union 

should have instructed the local union to amend its bylaws after new units were added 
to the local, because the addition of these units required representatives to travel 
regularly between Shreveport and Marshall, Texas.  The bylaws still have not been 
amended.  The bookkeeper advised the local to pay the additional per diem.  Carthon 
relied on Bookkeeper Geiman’s advice in regard to this expense and we believe that 
reliance was reasonable.  Carthon might be charged with responsibility to seek 
confirmation that a large increase in per diem was consistent with the local union’s 
bylaws, but he should not have been expected to seek confirmation of the propriety of a 
$4.00 increase.  Carthon was entitled to rely on the advice of the bookkeeper who had 
been hired to help the local manage its financial affairs.  Carthon did seek advice from 
the Region in managing the local’s finances and maintaining proper records when he 
was elected president.  The Regional Representative recommended the services of 
Glen Geiman.  Under the circumstances, Carthon’s reliance on Geiman’s advice was 
justified. 

 
Even if Carthon were required to repay the per diem and mileage based on a 

technical reading of the bylaws, his receipt of this money should not have been 
characterized as misconduct.  We are asking the Public Review Board to remove this 
blot on Carthon’s character by directing the International Union to issue a letter affirming 
that there was no financial misconduct.  We are also asking that any amount due to the 
union based on the audit be reduced by the amount that Carthon has had to expend in 
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legal fees to defend his reputation.  The union lost a good representative when they 
ruled that Carthon was ineligible to participate in local union elections.  This local went 
from two to twenty-two units under Carthon’s administration.  The local union’s financial 
records were properly maintained under his administration.  Former officers have 
submitted statements attesting to this fact.  In addition, the trustee reports required by 
Article 40, §12 of the International Constitution would show that the local union’s 
financial records were in order during Carthon’s administration.  We have requested 
copies of these reports but the International Union has failed to supply them.  They 
should be made a part of the record.   

 
B. Administrative Assistant Eunice Stokes-Wilson on behalf of the 

International Union, UAW: 

Once the auditor determined that local union money had been spent improperly, 
Carthon had an obligation to pay the amount declared to be due.  The auditor explained 
why the payments were improper under established UAW policies and he provided a 
detailed summary of the amounts due.  The auditor’s report provided a sufficient basis 
to require Carthon to make restitution immediately.  The auditor was not required to 
prove his case to Carthon; it was Carthon’s responsibility to justify the payments made 
to him with adequate documentation.  The UAW conducts periodic audits of local unions 
to ensure compliance with established financial practices.  Carthon was not entitled to 
challenge the rules applied by the auditor.  As a local union officer, Carthon had a 
fiduciary relationship with the local union.  His first priority ought to have been to protect 
the assets of the local union.  Instead, he refused to pay. 

 
On July 14, 2009, President Gettelfinger made a formal request for restitution of 

the improper payments.  Under Article 48, §5 of the Constitution, the president may 
terminate an investigation of financial misconduct where the member repays the local 
prior to the hearing on the charges against him.  Article 48, §5(b) states as follows: 

 
“The International President shall within fifteen (15) days of receipt of such 
specifics, forward a copy of them to the involved member by receipted, 
registered or certified mail.  If the member then makes restitution or 
otherwise corrects the financial misconduct and in the judgment of the 
International President no purpose would be served by further 
proceedings, the International President may terminate the investigation. 
…” 

One of the factors that influences the president’s decision whether to terminate an 
Article 48 investigation is the likelihood that the improper payments will not happen 
again.  If the payments were truly the result of an innocent mistake and where the 
members involved acknowledge the mistake and make restitution, the president can be 
fairly confident that there will not be a recurrence of the problem. 
 

The notice described in Article 48, §5(b) provides members who have received or 
spent union funds improperly with a final opportunity to avoid a charge of misconduct.  A 
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member cannot refuse to make restitution at this point and then later raise the argument 
that payments were received in good faith as the result of mistake.  By this point, the 
mistake has been cleared up and the member is required to pay.  If the member acted 
in good faith, restitution will bring an end to the Article 48 process. Of course, if there 
has been deliberate theft, fraud, or other types of financial misconduct, repayment 
would not terminate the Article 48 proceedings.  Once the matter is referred to the IEB 
for a hearing, however, it is too late to make the good faith error argument.  In Carthon’s 
case, the proceedings would have terminated had he paid the amount declared to be 
due in President Gettelfinger’s letter.  Twenty-three members did make restitution based 
on the audit of Local 2297 and no further action was taken against them.  On the other 
hand, Carthon’s refusal to acknowledge the significant improprieties in his use of union 
funds suggested that he might repeat such behavior if he were once again entrusted 
with the responsibilities of a union officer. 

 
Carthon appealed the president’s finding of financial misconduct to the IEB and I 

conducted a hearing on his appeal.  Carthon requested that I recuse myself because of 
my involvement in the previous election appeal investigation.  The president’s staff did 
not feel that action was necessary.  There was no concrete conflict of interest between 
me and the appellant.  It is my function to conduct these kinds of investigations for the 
president and I am capable of divorcing myself emotionally from the issues.  My report 
is based on the facts presented at the hearing. 

 
The kinds of arguments Carthon offered at the hearing did not provide any basis 

for concluding that he had not engaged in financial misconduct within the meaning of 
Article 48, §5(c).  Carthon’s attorney raised various technical objections to the auditor’s 
findings and tried to justify or rationalize expenses paid to Carthon.  At this point, it was 
too late to raise these kinds of issues.  Carthon ought to have worked with the auditor 
while the audit was in progress to explain any particular expenses that appeared to be 
improper.  He did not cooperate with the auditor.  He failed to meet with the auditor 
despite several requests to do so.  By the time Carthon’s appeal reached the IEB 
hearing, the only evidence that would have avoided a finding of financial misconduct 
would have been evidence that the payments made to Carthon were proper.  Carthon 
could not provide any documentation to support his claims that payments to him were 
consistent with the local union bylaws and UAW financial policies.  The finding of 
financial misconduct was, therefore, upheld. 

  
Carthon’s argument that he was justified in relying on the advice of the local 

union’s bookkeeper, Glen Geiman, has no merit.  An employee hired by the local union 
cannot take over management of the local union; he cannot assume the responsibility 
vested in the local union’s elected officers.  As president of the local union, Carthon had 
an independent duty to know or become informed about the rules governing local union 
expenditures.  Regional Representatives are available to instruct newly elected officers 
in the management of the local union’s business and the maintenance of proper 
records.  There is training available for such officers and they are expected to take 
advantage of this training in order to fulfill their Constitutional duties with respect to the 
local union.  Officers are expected to become familiar with UAW Administrative Letters 
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addressing expenditures.  In regard to the compensation of local union officers, the 
UAW policy is stated very clearly in the Administrative Letter dated May 30, 2002, which 
is attached to the audit.  That policy basically states that if it is not listed in the bylaws, 
do not pay it. 

 
The hearing I conducted on behalf of President Gettelfinger confirmed the 

auditor’s finding that mileage and per diem expenses were paid in excess of that 
authorized by the local union bylaws.  In addition, the auditor reported a lack of receipts 
to substantiate claimed expenses and the absence of membership meeting minutes to 
show that various expenses had received approval.  My review of the available records 
also revealed that Carthon had received lost time reimbursements in excess of eight 
hours per day.  The auditor missed this particular item.  I will candidly admit that I raised 
it for the first time during the hearing on September 1, 2009.  Perhaps the auditor’s 
failure to raise this issue would be grounds for excusing repayment of these amounts, 
but they were obviously improper.   

 
Carthon now claims that he maintained adequate records while he was in office, 

and he blames the new administration for the absence of particular receipts and 
membership meeting minutes.  He claims that trustee reports filed during his 
administration would demonstrate that proper financial records were maintained while 
he was in office.  The trustee reports required by Article 40, §12, would not show that 
proper records were being kept; they would merely show that the local union’s bank 
accounts were balanced.  In any event, the trustee reports were not the basis for the 
audit in this case.  The audit was triggered by evidence that this local was not keeping 
adequate meeting minutes and financial records.  These deficiencies date back to 
Carthon’s term of office as president.   

 
None of appellant’s arguments provide a basis for reversing the IEB’s decision.  

The appellant’s offer to repay the amount due is not grounds for reversing the IEB’s 
decision because it came too late in the process.   

 
C. Rebuttal by Attorney Alex Washington on behalf of Alvin Carthon: 

Carthon never refused to pay the amount claimed by the auditor.  He objected to 
the characterization of these payments as financial misconduct.  Carthon offered to pay 
what he owed on several occasions.  He made that offer during the hearing conducted 
by Stokes-Wilson but she was not interested in accepting any payment at that time.  Her 
response to Carthon’s offer was to say he owed more money for excess lost time 
reimbursements.  The International Union made no serious effort to investigate or 
resolve the issues Carthon raised in response to the audit.   

 
Carthon raised some legitimate objections to specific items claimed by the 

auditor and these should have been addressed.  For example, Schedule #7 attached to 
the audit lists payments that the auditors claimed could not be substantiated by a 
receipt or proof of purchase.  The list includes a payment on June 22, 2007 of 
$1,600.00.  We explained to the auditor that this payment was for a laptop computer 
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which Carthon sold to the local union in 2005 so that the financial secretary could attend 
a training session in the use of Roberts Custom UAW Accounting Software.  The 
payment was not made until 2007, because of the hostility between Carthon and the 
new administration, but it was approved by the membership at the time the sale was 
made.  Even if a record of the approval could not be found, the fact of the sale cannot 
be disputed.  The local union is still using the computer.  The local also purchased a 
software maintenance program to go with the computer, to which they still subscribe.  
The local union has the benefit of the computer, yet the auditor would not credit Carthon 
with any of the purchase price. 

 
The International is now asserting that the improper payments would not have 

constituted misconduct if Carthon had immediately paid the entire amount demanded in 
President Gettelfinger’s letter of July 14, 2009.  The International seems to be playing 
word games.  President Gettelfinger’s letter specifically identifies the contested 
payments as financial misconduct.  The UAW Constitution gives a member the right to 
appeal the president’s determination that misconduct has occurred and Carthon did 
appeal.  The Union has not followed its own procedures designed to address the kinds 
of issues raised by Carthon’s response to the auditor’s charges. 

 
Any mistakes in the disbursement of local union funds made during Carthon’s 

tenure as president were made in good faith.  The local hired Glen Geiman to put the 
local union’s financial records in order and he failed to accomplish this.  We have 
requested a copy of Geiman’s contract with the local, but it has not been located.  In 
addition to this contract, we requested the trustee reports filed during Carthon’s 
administration, but the International failed to produce them prior to the PRB’s hearing.  
These records should have been readily accessible according to the UAW Constitution.  
Yet, Carthon is now being penalized for a lack of membership meeting minutes that was 
beyond his control to correct.  This entire process appears to have been designed to 
prevent Carthon from seeking union office and it has been effective in that aim.  

 
We are asking the Public Review Board to make a determination of the amount 

of money Carthon is legally obligated to pay Local Union 2297 based on the audit while 
granting credit for his legal expenses.  We also request a letter declaring Carthon’s 
eligibility to participate in all local union elections.  We ask this Board to order a new 
election to replace the election conducted in June 2010, so that Carthon can participate 
as a candidate. 

 
DISCUSSION 

 
Throughout his pursuit of this appeal, Carthon has insisted that whatever 

mistakes may have been made in regard to the payment of expenses to the local 
union’s officers were made in good faith based on the advice of the local union’s 
bookkeeper Glen Gieman.  Carthon has requested that Geiman’s contract with the local 
union be entered into the record.14  We do not need to see a copy of Geiman’s contract 
                                                 
14

 Record, pp. 200-201. 
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with the local in order to accept Carthon’s assertion that the local union officers 
accepted the contested expense reimbursements in good faith based on the 
bookkeeper’s advice.  We acknowledged this situation in our response to Belinda 
Johnson’s appeal based on this same audit of the books and records of Local 2297.15  

 
Our decision in response to Belinda Johnson’s appeal addressed the propriety of 

a suspension imposed as a result of her refusal to reimburse the local union for the 
expenses she received after being requested to do so by the auditor.  The auditor 
claimed that the local had reimbursed its officers for mileage and per diem at a higher 
rate than was authorized by the local union bylaws.  We observed that the 
reimbursement requested of Belinda Johnson based on the audit was so insignificant 
that her refusal to pay it seemed unreasonable and therefore justified the President’s 
invocation of the suspension pursuant to Article 48, §5(c), of the Constitution.  The 
propriety of Johnson’s suspension was the sole issue addressed in our response to her 
appeal.  We never questioned Belinda Johnson’s claim that she received her expense 
reimbursements in good faith.  We held that her good faith did not affect her liability to 
the local for the funds received or preclude the International President’s imposition of 
the suspension.  

 
Nevertheless, the innocent receipt of improper payments should be distinguished 

from financial misconduct.  Even though Article 48, §5(a), applies the same procedure 
to collect reimbursement of erroneous payments and money obtained through 
misconduct, the two situations have significantly different consequences for the 
member.  A suspension for misconduct is essentially permanent because an individual 
who has been found guilty of financial misconduct is no longer qualified to be bonded.16 

 
Carthon argues that President Gettelfinger declared him guilty of misconduct and 

ineligible to hold union office despite his good faith and expressed willingness to repay 
the local union any money paid to him improperly.  In Carthon v. UAW International 
President, PRB Case No. 1653, (October 19, 2010), we held that the suspension 
imposed on Carthon lapsed in accordance with the language of Article 48, §5(e), 
because the IEB failed to respond to Carthon’s appeal within the specific time limits 
established by that section.  Nevertheless, President Gettelfinger’s determination that 
Carthon engaged in financial misconduct within the meaning of Article 48, §5(c) will 
effectively prevent Carthon from holding an executive union office at Local Union 2297, 
because he can no longer be bonded.  Alvin Carthon obviously wants to continue to be 
involved politically in the affairs of Local Union 2297.  The substantial issue raised by 
this appeal is Carthon’s complaint that he was never given a meaningful opportunity to 
challenge the ruling that he engaged in financial misconduct. 

 
During the hearing we conducted on Carthon’s appeal, Attorney Washington 

argued that Carthon never refused to make restitution to the local union of the improper 

                                                 
15

 Johnson v. UAW International President, PRB Case No. 1643 (2010), at 6. 

16
 See Lartigue v. International Executive Board, UAW, PRB Case No. 1634 (2010), at pp. 13-14. 
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payments he received.  In support of this position, Washington submitted a letter that he 
wrote to Lonny Dunning dated April 30, 2009, in which he asserts that Carthon had not 
refused to pay.  However, Washington’s letter to Dunning then goes on to raise several 
objections to the claimed restitution.17  Washington asserted that Carthon was being 
held responsible for actions of the current local union administration and that the local 
union’s records were in order when he left office.  Washington claimed that the local 
union’s semi-annual trustee reports would demonstrate that the union’s financial records 
were in order when Carthon left office.  Following our hearing on this appeal, the 
International Union provided copies of the most recent semi-annual trustee reports for 
Local 2297.18  The International Union explained that no report was required in 2007 
because of the audit, and that reports filed prior to the audit had been discarded.19  A 
review of the most recent reports, however, confirms Administrative Assistant Stokes-
Wilson’s assertion that the information provided in routine semi-annual audits would not 
reveal the existence of the kinds of improper financial practices described in the 2007 
audit or establish that Carthon’s administration had maintained adequate records prior 
to that year.  The semi-annual audits merely recapitulate income and expenditures; they 
do not indicate whether expenditures were necessary, properly authorized, and 
sufficiently recorded. 

 
In fact, we know that proper local union records were not being maintained 

during Carthon’s administration.  Our review of Carthon’s protest of the election in which 
he was defeated revealed that Local 2297 was not conducting regular membership 
meetings or recording membership actions in the form of regularly maintained 
membership meeting minutes.  The local union could not even produce minutes of the 
meeting where the election results were reported to the membership.  Our opinion in 
Carthon v. Local Union 2297, UAW, PRB Case No. 1603 (2008), emphasized the 
extremely serious problem such careless practices posed for a democratic institution.  
We urged the officers of Local 2297 to become better informed about their duties as 
local union officers and to learn the proper procedures for conducting local union 
meetings and handling appeals.20  The absence of membership meeting minutes also 
indicated that financial decisions were not being properly reported to the membership. 

 
Washington reported that during the hearing conducted by Administrative 

Assistant Stokes-Wilson, he offered to sit down with the President’s staff and determine 
what was due so that Carthon could settle his debt to the local union.  Washington’s 
several offers to sit down with the union and determine what Carthon actually owed 
implied that Carthon was willing to pay only to the extent that he could be legally 
obligated pay.  Washington confirmed this understanding of Carthon’s responsibility in 

                                                 
17

 Record, p. 245. 

18
 Record, pp. 228-230, 231-233, and 234-236.  

19
 Record, p. 210. 

20
 PRB Case No. 1603, at p. 11. 
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the letter he wrote to this Board following oral argument.21  Washington’s understanding 
of Carthon’s obligation to his local union is incomplete.  During his tenure as president 
of Local Union 2297, Carthon had a fiduciary responsibility to his members to ensure 
that any use of local union funds was consistent with the UAW Constitution, established 
policies of the UAW International Union, the local union bylaws, and the membership’s 
decisions with regard to what constitutes necessary expenditures.  Carthon’s 
responsibilities as a local union officer are not confined to or defined by whether he 
could be legally required to pay any of the money determined to be due in accordance 
with the audit.  An audit conducted by the UAW Auditing Department is not an 
adversarial proceeding; it is the International Union’s way of assisting a local union in 
restoring financial records where those records have not been properly maintained.  An 
audit provides the International Union with an opportunity to teach local union officers 
what constitutes a proper expenditure of union funds and what sort of approvals and 
records must be kept to justify use of the local union’s money for any particular purpose.  
The fact that the International Union maintains a staff of auditors that routinely 
scrutinizes the financial practices of subordinate bodies is a positive thing.  It is one of 
the reasons the UAW’s financial integrity has never seriously been called into question. 

 
Carthon has defended some of the payments made to him as having been 

justified by economic considerations.  For example, Carthon justified his decision to 
upgrade his rental car so that delegates could share a vehicle.  His reasoning might well 
have convinced the membership that this was a necessary expense if the matter had 
been properly presented as part of a membership meeting.  Article 46, §1, of the UAW 
Constitution authorizes the membership to consider whether individual expenditures of 
this nature are necessary.  There is no indication, however, that Carthon ever sought 
membership approval of his expenditures.  Indeed, the most troubling revelation of the 
audit was Carthon’s apparent lack of communication with the general membership 
about decisions made with regard to significant expenditures.  

 
Carthon accepted $1,600.00 in 2007 for a laptop computer that he claimed to 

have sold to the Local Union in 2005.  Even if there had been some kind of sale in 2005, 
it is extremely unlikely that the computer in question was worth $1,600.00 in 2007.  
Furthermore, a decision to purchase significant office equipment must always be 
presented to the membership for approval.  We seriously doubt that the membership of 
Local Union 2297 would have voted to pay $1,600.00 for a two year old laptop computer 
in 2007, if they had been allowed to participate in this decision.  Whatever took place 
with regard to this computer does not appear to have been an arm’s length transaction 
between Carthon and the union.  

 
Carthon’s offer to pay what he owed was not a meaningful offer to make the 

restitution required by Article 48, §5(b).  Furthermore, Carthon’s adversarial response to 
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 Washington submitted a letter on January 31, 2011, which includes a list of requested remedies.  Item 
5 of the list states as follows: 

“Make a determination of money legally obligated for Mr. Carthon to pay back.” (Record, 
p. 225) 
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the union’s requests for restitution translated his good faith errors into financial 
misconduct.  In her presentation during oral argument, Administrative Assistant Stokes-
Wilson explained the factors that influence an International president’s decision that 
there has been financial misconduct within the meaning of Article 48, §5(c); those 
factors are summarized in the final paragraph of this Decision.  Where an officer is 
charged with receiving funds in violation of established UAW financial practices, Stokes-
Wilson identified prompt restitution by the officer as the key factor in determining 
whether further proceedings are warranted.  Prompt repayment by the member 
effectively acknowledges the mistake and provides assurance that the problems 
revealed by the audit are unlikely to recur.  Where the officer resists restitution and 
begins asserting legal defenses to the union’s collection efforts, the International 
President is justified in concluding that the officer fails to comprehend the position of 
trust he holds with respect to members’ dues money.22  To prevent future dissipation of 
local union assets in such a situation, the President is authorized by Article 48, §5(c) to 
decide that financial misconduct has occurred and to suspend the officer and bar his or 
her participation in future local union elections.  

 
In his final request for restitution on April 17, 2009, Director Lonny Dunning 

attempted to explain to Carthon the consequences of his failure to make restitution of 
the $4,409.95 based on the audit before the results of the audit were referred to the 
International President and the bonding company.  The collection process following the 
audit of Local Union 2297 might have been expedited, however, if Dunning had been 
even more explicit about the consequences of Carthon’s failure to return the local 
union’s money once it had been determined that the money was improperly spent.  A 
member has the right to challenge an auditor’s conclusion that he has received 
improper payments and to seek recovery of any money paid to the union if the auditor’s 
ruling is overturned, but that right does not alter the member’s obligation to pay 
restitution while his appeal is pending.23 

 
In future communications regarding Article 48 proceedings, the International 

Union should make a clear distinction between the requirement of Article 48, §5(b) that 
a member must make immediate restitution of funds that an auditor has found to have 
been spent or received improperly and an appeal of the auditor’s findings pursuant to 
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 An officer’s duty to the membership with regard to the local union funds is described in the introductory 
paragraph to the Financial Practices section of the UAW Ethical Practices Codes states as follows: 

“Union funds are held in sacred trust for the benefit of the membership.  The membership 
is entitled to assurance that union funds are not dissipated and are spent for proper 
purposes.  The membership is also entitled to be reasonably informed as to how union 
funds are invested or used.” 

23
 In Pearson v. International Union, UAW, PRB Case No. 1264, 10 PRB 390 (1999), for example, in 

response to such an appeal, we concluded that the auditor’s determination that the appellant had 
received compensation in excess of that authorized by the local union bylaws was incorrect.  In that case, 
however, Pearson had already made arrangements to pay restitution of the amounts claimed by the 
auditor when he filed his appeal. 
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Article 33.24  When requesting restitution following an audit, the Union should explain 
the factors which determine whether improper payments constitute financial 
misconduct.  As stated at the hearing by Administrative Assistant Stokes-Wilson, these 
factors include the member’s fiduciary responsibility to the union in the case of an 
officer, available training on financial practices, the probability that the problem will 
recur, and the member’s prompt payment of the amount determined to be due.  The 
application of these factors justified President Gettelfinger’s conclusion in this case that 
Carthon had engaged in financial misconduct.   

 
The decision of the IEB is affirmed. 
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 We assume for present purposes that if funds to be restored are sufficiently large, the restitution may 
take place in installments. 


